DIVISION 9: FINISHES
CSI 09 90 00: PAINT COLOR
BLANCHE LEVY PARK GREEN, RAL 6009 OR MAB 71874

DIVISION 10: SPECIALTIES
CSI 10 14 16: DONOR PLAQUES
PLAQUE DEVELOPED IN COLLABORATION WITH DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI RELATIONS.

DIVISION 12: FURNISHINGS
CSI 12 93 13: BICYCLE RACKS
STAINLESS STEEL ‘U’ RACK: SURFACE EMBED OR RAIL MOUNT AS REQUIRED
OPTION 1: CUSTOM STAINLESS STEEL ‘U’ RACK AS FABRICATED BY C.F. MOORES COMPANY OR EQUAL
OPTION 2: MODEL UX238-U, STAINLESS STEEL, MANUFACTURED BY MADRAX DIVISION, GRABER MANUFACTURING

CSI 12 93 23: TRASH RECEPTACLES
RECYCLING AND TRASH RECEPTACLE: S-242, DOME LIDS, CUSTOM COLOR RAL 6009 OR MAB 71874, TOP BAND AND LID DECALS, BY VICTOR STANLEY

CSI 12 93 43: BENCHES
OPTION 1: HERMANN PARK BENCH: 6’ LONG OR 8’ LONG WITH A CENTER ARM, BLANCHE LEVY GREEN COLOR, IPE WOOD SLATS. ALL FASTENERS TO BE STAINLESS STEEL. MANUFACTURER: KENNETH LYNCH AND SONS.
OPTION 2: CLIFTON 4’ BENCH. MANUFACTURER: COUNTRY CASUAL TEAK
OPTION 3: COVENTRY 5’ BENCH. MANUFACTURER: COUNTRY CASUAL TEAK
OPTION 4: CLASSIC GARDEN BENCH. MANUFACTURER: NEW HEMISPHERE

CSI 12 93 43: TABLES & CHAIRS
MESH TOP 30” ROUND BISTRO TABLE. #190134, VALENCIA BARREL DINING CHAIR. #310001, STACKABLE. PROVIDE FOUR CHAIRS PER TABLE.
MANUFACTURER: WOODARD AND COMPANY.

DIVISION 26: ELECTRICAL
CSI 26 56 00: PEDESTRIAN POLE MOUNTED LIGHTS
MODEL #UJA/P3-MH150-120A, LAMP 150W, CLEAR METAL HALIDE, ED28.
TOTAL HEIGHT: 12’.
FINISH: BLANCHE LEVY PARK GREEN, RAL 6009 OR MAB 71874.
MANUFACTURER: STREET LIGHTING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

CSI 26 56 00: STREET POLE MOUNTED LIGHTS
MODEL #UJA/P3-MH150-120A, LAMP 150W, CLEAR METAL HALIDE, ED28.
TOTAL HEIGHT: 14’.
FINISH: BLANCHE LEVY PARK GREEN, RAL 6009 OR MAB 71874.
MANUFACTURER: STREET LIGHTING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

LED RETROFIT KIT: TYPE V INDIRECT RETROFIT.
MANUFACTURER: BEACON PRODUCTS.

DIVISION 32: EXTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS
CSI 32 13 13: DETECTABLE WARNING PANELS
CAST IN PLACE STRAIGHT AND RADIUS SEGMENTS, 1.67” DOME SPACING, COLOR DARK GRAY OR RED AS APPROVED BY OFFICE OF THE UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT.

CSI 32 14 40: BRICK PAVER VEHICULAR PAVERS: 4” x 8” x 2-1/4” PATHWAY DARK ACCENT, ENGLISH EDGE (LUGGED OR NO-LUG DEPENDING ON APPLICATION), CHAMFERED ON ONE SIDE ONLY (CUSTOM RUN). MANUFACTURER: PINE HALL BRICK COMPANY.

REPLACEMENT BRICKS FOR OLDER PAVEMENTS: UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA BLEND CHOCOLATE BROWN. MANUFACTURER: MCAVOY BRICK COMPANY.

CSI 32 14 23: ASPHALT PAVERS
8” HEXAGONAL, GROUND TURF DOCTOR FINISH, THICKNESS AS REQUIRED, COLOR AS APPROVED BY OFFICE OF THE UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT
MANUFACTURER: HANOVER ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS

CSI 32 14 40: BLUESTONE PAVERS
TAR HOLLOW OR ELK BROOK BLUESTONE, 2-1/2” THICK MINIMALLY, FACE DIMENSION AS REQUIRED.
REPRESENTATIVE: OTTEY AND HOOPES, INC.

CSI 32 14 43: PERMEABLE PAVERS
STORMPAVE, 4” x 8” x 2-1/4’ PATHWAY DARK ACCENT, ENGLISH EDGE (LUGGED), CHAMFERED ON ONE SIDE ONLY (CUSTOM RUN). MANUFACTURER: PINE HALL BRICK COMPANY

CSI 32 16 40: GRANITE FOR CURBS
MOUNT AARY, 4” x 12”, SPLIT FACE, SAWN TOP, SIDES, BOTTOM AND BACK.
MANUFACTURER: NORTH CAROLINA GRANITE COMPANY.

CSI 32 16 41: AGGREGATE FOR TREE POCKETS
CLEAN CRUSHED STONE, APPROXIMATELY 1/8” TO 3/8”, ASHHTO #8 CLEAN GRAY, AS AVAILABLE FROM PYRAMID MATERIALS, MEDIA, PA OR APPROVED EQUAL.

CSI 32 16 41: EDGE RESTRAINT FOR COBBLESTONES
TECO-EDG, 4” x 4” PROFILE, LENGTHS AS LONG AS PRACTICALLY POSSIBLE, COLOR BLACK. STEEL ANCHORING STAKES AND H-CLIPS AS REQUIRED.
MANUFACTURER: OLY-OLA EDGING, INC.

 CSI 32 16 41: GRANITE COBBLES
REGULAR GRAY BELGIAN BLOCK COBBLESTONES, APPROXIMATELY 9” x 4” x 4”.

CSI 32 16 41: ORGANIC-LOCK STABILIZING Binder with STONE FINES
ENGLISH GRAY, AS AVAILABLE FROM STANCILL’S OR APPROVED EQUAL.

CSI 32 92 00: SEED MIX FOR LAWN RESTORATION
30% FESTUCA RUBRA SSP. COMMUTATA - CHEWINGS FESCUE
30% FESTUCA RUBRA ‘PENNLAWN’ - CREEPING RED FESCUE
20% Lolium multiflorum (l. perenne var. Italicum) - ANNUAL RYEGRASS
10% POA TRIVIALIS - ROUGH BLUEGRASS
10% POA PRATENSIS ‘CADET’ - CADET KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS

CSI 32 92 01: PLANTING SOIL REQUIREMENTS
NATIVE PLANTING SOILS: UTILIZE TOPSOIL STRIPPED ONSITE AND TESTED. IF NECESSARY, SOILS SHALL BE AMENDED AT THE TIME OF INSTALLATION TO ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS:
• pH RANGE OF 5.5 TO 7.0
• PERCENT ORGANIC MATTER 3% - 8%
• MICRO NUTRIENTS SHALL BE TESTED FOR REQUIRED AMENDMENTS

MANUFACTURED PLANTING SOILS: FOR USE IN AREAS WHERE NATIVE SOILS ARE NOT AVAILABLE DUE TO LIMITED AVAILABILITY OF TOPSOIL. MANUFACTURED SOILS AND NATIVE TOPSOILS SHOULD NOT BE BLENDED TOGETHER.

SITE FURNISHINGS AND MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS
LANDSCAPE STANDARDS

PREVIOUS TO CONSTRUCTION, CONFIRM LAYOUT, DIMENSIONS, ADJACENT UTILITIES AND FINAL MATERIALS WITH OFFICE OF THE UNIVERSITY ARCHITECT, TO MAKE TO BE USED AS A GUIDE ONLY. SPECIFIC WORKINGS FOR SITE CONDITIONS AND INTENT ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL PROJECT DESIGNER.